A NEW LEASH ON LIFE
THE K9S FOR WARRIORS STORY

CAPTAIN LOUIS BELLUOMINI & STAR

FEBRUARY 19
11:30 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

Fostoria Learning Center
342 Perry St. Fostoria, Ohio 44830

$10 PER PERSON & INCLUDES LUNCH

RSVP to Sarah@FostoriaChamber.com
or call 419-435-0486
More information can be found at
fostoriaohio.org/news
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Monetary donations as well specific items will be accepted at the event for K9s for Warriors. For a list of accepted items, visit fostoriaohio.org/news
Employers, Veterans Organizations, First Responders and Healthcare Personnel are encouraged to attend

- Symptoms of PTSD you may recognize in members of your workforce
- How to more effectively manage employees experiencing PTSD
- The growing trend of service dogs in the workplace
- Accommodations an employer must make for a service dog and the employee’s responsibilities for their animal
- How service dogs dramatically reduce dependence on medications and narcotics
- Raise awareness about veterans suffering from PTSD and the K9s for Warriors organization.
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For more information visit: fostoriaohio.org/news